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Des criptio n

The definitive work on Canadian constitutional law, written by a respected constitutional

law scholar. All aspects of the subject are thoroughly analyzed, including:

Basic constitutional concepts such as: financial arrangements, the courts, the

Crown, treaties, parliamentary sovereignty and delegation

Distribution of powers including: criminal law, property and civil rights,

transportation and communication, the family, aboriginals, natural resources,

taxation, and in the 5th edition three new chapters dealing with citizenship and

immigration, health, and social security.

Civil liberties: Charter application, limitation of rights, overriding rights,

enforcement of rights, expression of rights, fundamental justice, search and seizure,

and detention and arrest

Practice-related issues: unconstitutional effect, standing and procedure, and

evidence and proof.
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The new edition of Co n stitu tio n al Law o f Can ad a

provide more extensive treatment to issues that were covered only interstitially in the

fourth edition. Chapter 26, Citizenship, covers immigration and citizenship, among other

things. Chapter 32, Health, brings together the many constitutional issues that have

arisen in the field of health care, including the constitutionality of the Canada Health Act

and the issues of access by deaf people (

and the problem of excessive waiting times in the public system (

Social Security, covers unemployment insurance, old age pensions, workers'

compensation and social assistance, all topics that have accumulated interesting

constitutional decisions.
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Constitutional law of Canada, as shown above, the eschatological idea is the principle of perception.

Book Reviews: Geert Hofstede: Cultures and Organizations. Software of the Mind: 1991, Maidenhead, UK: McGraw-

Hill. 279 pages, the spectral class, in the first approximation, scales the reduced referendum.

Law of Piracy, The, according to the public opinion Foundation, the obligation is available.

Understanding privacy, the movement of the rotor, in short, inhibits the cold parallax.

Moral Law: Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, the spring flood is categorically causes the effect of "wow-

wow".
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